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Contact us and start
building today!

207 White Horse Pike
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035

856.310.1981

WWW.INTERNETVIDEOARCHIVE.COM

Clients
From publishers, retailers, and app 
creators to MVPDs, CE brands, and 

telecoms, IVA’s flexible solution powers 
content discovery for a variety of clients.

ENTERTAINMENT
EXPRESS 2.0, A
NEW API THAT
DELIVERS...

Conserve Resources.
Accelerate Development.
Get fast access to the best discovery
content and entertainment services -- 

through one easy-to-use API.

Amaze Audiences.
Grow Revenue.

Keep audiences engaged longer with 
jaw-dropping content and seamless

discovery experiences.

Save Money.
Customize Experiences.
Flexible, scalable solution balances

quality and affordability to meet your 
development needs.

Copyright and Clearance.
Done and Done.

IVA handles it all.

The Center of the
Entertainment Ecosystem

MOVIES TV GAMES

Sales@InternetVideoArchive.com

Previews

Metadata

...and more!

Images
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Partnering with Over 1,200
Domestic and International

Content Distributors

Content Discovery Starts Here

Contact and start building today!
Sales@InternetVideoArchive.com

Connecting with Top
Entertainment Service

Providers

In a world saturated by digital entertainment, audiences demand exceptional content discovery experiences. But for 
those on the development side, building a customized discovery solution can feel like a daunting task.  IVA makes 
it easy.  Introducing Entertainment Express 2.0...an innovative approach to building the next generation of content 
discovery experiences!

Enrich. Engage. Excite. 

Entertainment Express 2.0 provides fast and easy access to a massive library of discovery content and entertainment 
services. 

• VIDEOS: 160,000+ trailers, clips, bonus features and more 
• IMAGES: 700,000+ stills, posters, and box art for movies, TV programs, and video games 
• METADATA: 600,000+ data records for movies, TV series and TV episodes
• ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES: Seamless connection to a wide variety of third-party services, including 

recommendation engines, show times, ratings and more

Journey to the 
Center of the 
Entertainment 
Ecosystem

Powered by an easy-to-use 
API, Entertainment Express 
brings together the best
content discovery and
entertainment services. So 
you can build incredible
discovery experiences—fast!
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